Wednesdays, 9:00 to 10:00
Desert Hills Center
2980 S Camino Del Sol, Green Valley, AZ
Dues: $2.00 per year
Weekly presentations that are mind-expanding, informative and challenging

3/2/2022

US Military Justice – Bart Hillyer

Bart Hillyer will talk about his 21 years as an active duty Air Force legal officer and the cases he
prosecuted and defended both stateside and in Europe.!
3/.9/2022

Mountain Lions: Apex Predators of the Santa Catalina Mountains– David Dean

America’s lion is a marvel of adaptation and resilience, and as apex predators they serve as critical
regulators of ecological communities. Join naturalist and camera-trap videographer, David Dean as he
examines fascinating aspects of the biology and behavior of these magnificent animals.
3/16/2022

Tango Demonstration and History– Beverly and Chuck

A fun couple, Beverly and Chuck will take the stage to give us a demonstration of the Tango dance.
They will also give us some history of the Tango and its popularity throughout the world .
3/23/2022

Forgiven but Unable to Forget– Chris Arundell

Chris Arundell will talk about his experience as a young boy in the Philippine Islands and being
liberated by General Douglas MacArthur and the American Forces at the age of five and a half from
Santo Tomas prison camp in Manila in the spring of 1945, after three years and two months of
imprisonment with his mother, father and younger brother along with some four thousand, primarily,
U.S. civilians, who were living and working in the Philippines, an American possession/territory, at
the time.
3/30/2022

What Place is This? – W. Gudmunson and D. Berninger

The March 30th event will feature a presentation by Photographer W. Gudmundson and Historian D.
Berninger entitled ;What Place is This Place;. These two Minnesota academicians will report on their
project to rediscover and photograph forgotten historical events in southern Arizona, places we may drive
by or even walk near where often dramatic moments occurred in the past. By bringing these events to
light and recording them both textually and visually, it is hoped that those of us who live and visit here
will have an enriched appreciation for our region. Gudmundson and Berninger will share what inspired
them to undertake this five-year project and how they went about realizing it. A sampling of images taken
from the larger project will be shown and the presentation will conclude with comments by each of
how such a project is considered by both a photographer and an historian The exhibit will be shown at the
Tubac Center for the Arts from April 2nd until May 30th.

